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ABSTRACT The field of artificial intelligence (AI) has shown an upward trend of growth in the 21st century
(from 2000 to 2015). The evolution in AI has advanced the development of human society in our own time,
with dramatic revolutions shaped by both theories and techniques. However, the multidisciplinary and fast-
growing features make AI a field in which it is difficult to be well understood. In this paper, we study
the evolution of AI at the beginning of the 21st century using publication metadata extracted from 9 top-tier
journals and 12 top-tier conferences of this discipline. We find that the area is in the sustainable development
and its impact continues to grow. From the perspective of reference behavior, the decrease in self-references
indicates that theAI is becomingmore andmore open-minded. The influential papers/researchers/institutions
we identified outline landmarks in the development of this field. Last but not least, we explore the inner
structure in terms of topics’ evolution over time. We have quantified the temporal trends at the topic level
and discovered the inner connection among these topics. These findings provide deep insights into the current
scientific innovations, as well as shedding light on funding policies.

INDEX TERMS Artificial intelligence, data analytics, scientific impact, science of science, data science.

I. INTRODUCTION
Artificial Intelligence (AI) has grown dramatically and
becomes more and more institutionalized in the 21st Century.
In this era of interdisciplinary science, of computer science,
cybernetics, automation, mathematical logic, and linguis-
tics [1], questions have been raised about the specific concept
of AI [2]. Actually, as early as the 1940s and 1950s, scien-
tists in the field of Mathematics, Engineering, and Computer
Science had explored the possibilities of artificial brains and
were trying to define the intelligence of the machine. In 1950,
Turing [3] presented the famous ‘‘Turing Test’’ which defined
of the concept of ‘‘Machine Intelligence’’. On this back-
ground, the origins of AI can be traced to the workshop held
on the campus of Dartmouth College in 1965 [4], in which
McCarthy persuaded participants to accept the concept of
‘‘Artificial Intelligence’’. It is likewise the beginning of the
first ‘‘Golden age’’ of AI.

In simple terms, AI aims to extend and augment the capac-
ity and efficiency of mankind in tasks of remaking nature and
governing the society through intelligent machines, with the
final goal of realizing a society where people and machines
coexist harmoniously together [5]. Due to the historical

development, AI has been utilized into several major sub-
jects including computer vision, natural language process-
ing, the science of cognition and reasoning, robotics, game
theory, and machine learning since the 1980s [6], [7]. These
subjects developed independently of each other. However,
these disciplines basically had already abandoned the logical
reasoning and heuristic search-based methods which were
proposed 30 years ago. Instead, most of them were based on
statistical methods which include modeling and learning.

Studies have already shown the ability of the quantitative
analysis to reveal the nature of the specific field and its
development over time [8], [9]. On the grounds of science of
science [10], [11], many scientific online systems including
AMiner [12], Google Scholar [13], and Microsoft Academic
Services [14], have been developed for beer science. They
also provide opportunities for providing direct access to
scholarly big data. A significant body of work has concen-
trated on designing scientometric methods and tools to quan-
tify the impact of publications [15], [16], researchers [17],
venues, conferences [18], and others [19], [20]. On the basis
of these results, researchers have already used these methods
and tools to study scientific communities, to evaluate the
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impact of researchers, and to describe scientific collabora-
tion [21], [22]. The statistical analyses based on the publi-
cation data of specific conferences and journals not only help
researchers understand the evolvement of the research com-
munities [23] but also can be the basis in a variety of situations
for knowledge acquisition, consensus-building, and decision
making [24].

Although more and more efforts based on the the-
ory and technology of scholarly big data have been put
forward [25]–[27], up to now, little attention has been paid
to provide a statistical analysis [28], [29] with the widely
accessible data source to portray the field of AI at the begin-
ning of the 21st Century. There is a need to understand the
internal structure and its evolution over time through the
quantitative analysis of this area by collecting bibliometric
data [30].

To fill this gap, relying on the ability of the bibliometric
analysis, we study the evolution of AI at the beginning of
21st Century according to following four dimensions. First,
we examine the evolving process of AI based on the growing
volume of publications over time. Second, we emphasize on
the impact and citation pattern to characterize the referencing
behavior dynamics. Third, we try to identify the influential
papers/researchers/institutions and explore their characteris-
tics to quantify the milestone and landmark in this period.
Finally, we explore the inner structure by investigating topics
evolution and interaction. Our study is performed on a large-
scale scholarly dataset which consists of 58,447 publications
and 1,206,478 citations spanning from 2000 to 2015. The
main findings are:
• In the context of AI’s growth, we discover that the
number of publications as well as the length of the
author list has been increasing over the past 16 years.
It suggests that the collaboration in the field of AI is
becoming more and more common and the scope of
research projects are becoming bigger. Instead of indi-
vidual work, researchers are benefited from the collabo-
ration efforts.

• From the perspective of reference behavior, the decrease
in self-references including author self-references and
journal/conference self-references indicates the science
of AI is becoming more open-minded and more widely
sharing. The development of techniques and tools (evi-
denced by the citing behavior of latest literature) in
AI leads the area getting diverse.

• We use the average number of citations per paper of
each author/institution as an indicator to evaluate their
importance. Those influential entities are consistent with
our intuitions.

• Finally, we explore the inner structure of AI in the
21st Century. We identify hot keywords and topics from
the perspective of how they change with time. Some
topics have attained ‘‘immortality’’ in this period such as
computer vision, pattern recognition, feature extraction,
etc. Furthermore, based on the co-presence of differ-
ent topics and the citation relationships among them,

we find the inter-connection patterns and unveil the trend
of development in this complex disciplinary.

Overall, our findings demonstrate that AI is becoming
more and more collaborative, diverse, and challenging during
the first 16 years of the 21st Century. These results not only
explain the development of AI overtime, but also identify the
important changes. They also can give rise to important impli-
cations for institutions and governments to adjust research
funding policies, for researchers to understand the potential
development of AI, with the ultimate goal of advancing the
evolution of AI.

II. METHODOLOGY
In this section, we first introduce publication dataset used in
analyzing the corpus of AI. Next, we describe several mea-
sures quantifying the importance of authors and publications
in this area. Finally, we emphasize on profiling the inner
structure of the field based on the topic evolution.

A. DATASET
The issue is essential for our study: what exactly is
an AI paper? Here we accept the most concise answer:
an AI paper is a paper published in an AI journal/
conference [31]. Though the definition is narrow, its obvi-
ousness enables us to profile the area easily. The publica-
tion metadata we used is obtained from Microsoft Academic
Graph (MAG),1 which contains six entity types of scholarly
data, including authors, papers, institutions, journals, con-
ferences, and the field of study. Our purpose is to construct
and analyze the citation network of AI, so we select articles
published in the list of top-tier journals and conferences of
China Computer Federation (CCF) recommended interna-
tional academic publications and Computing Research and
Education Association of Australasia (CORE) under the cate-
gory ‘‘Artificial Intelligence’’. Finally, we select articles from
9 journals and 12 conferences.

TABLE 1 and TABLE 2 list the journals/conferences and
their basic statistics including the total number of papers,
the total citations of these papers, the total number of unique
authors, the average number of authors per paper, the aver-
age number of published papers per author, and the average
number of citations per paper. In addition, we also list the
frequency for the conference because some conferences will
be held every two years which may result in the fluctuation
of publications.

B. MEASURING RESEARCH OUTPUTS THROUGH
ALTIMETRICS
We use following metrics to quantify the importance of
authors and publications in this area.

1) MEASURING RESEARCH OUTPUTS THROUGH
ALTIMETRICS
The average number of authors per paper is computed as∑

p∈P |aup|
|P| , where |P| is the total number of papers in the

1http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/projects/mag/
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TABLE 1. Statistics for each journal.

TABLE 2. Statistics for each conference.

journals/conferences and |aup| is the number of authors in
the paper. Similarly, the average number of papers per author
and the citations per paper can be calculated as |P|∑

p∈P |aup|
and∑

p∈P |cip|
|P| (|cip| represents the total number of citations of the

paper), respectively.

2) SELF-REFERENCE RATE
Author self-reference is the reference to an article from
the same authors. The author self-reference rate in a paper
is defined as the proportion of author self-references in
the total number of references. It can be computed as∑

r∈R |arr |
|R| , where |R| is the total number of references of the

journals/conferences and |arr | is the number of author self-
references.

For journals and conferences, a self-reference is a reference
to an article from the same journal/conference. The jour-
nal/conference self-reference rate is defined as the number
of journal/conference self-references expressed as a percent-
age of the total references to the journal/conference. It can
be computed as

∑
r∈R |jrr |
|R| , where |R| is the total number of

references of the journals/conferences and |jrr | is the number
of journal/conference self-reference.

C. THE INNER STRUCTURE OF AI
1) DISCOVERING TOPICS
AI is not an independent subject but belongs to the inter-
disciplinary science. In the MAG dataset, for each paper,
it provides keywords which can represent the abstract
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FIGURE 1. Changes in the number of papers in AI (every year) in the
21st Century.

classification of the paper. It also provides the field of studyID
of the paper mapped to its keywords. We first extract key-
words for all papers published in the top journals/conferences
during 2000 and 2015. According to these keywords, we map
them to the studyID. Then, based on the hierarchical rela-
tionship for the study fields provided by MAG, we find the
second-order parent field for the studyID to represent the
topics in our work. Take keyword ‘‘KNN’’ as an example,
it is one child of the field ‘‘machine learning’’ in hierarchies,
at the same time, ‘‘machine learning’’ is the child of ‘‘data
mining’’, which is the child node of the study field
‘‘Computer Science’’. So the second-order parent of ‘‘KNN’’
is ‘‘data mining’’.

2) THE RELEVANCE OF THE TOPICS
To further investigate the relevance of all topics, given two
topic A and B, we compute the probability of B’s occurrence
on condition that A’s occurrence as follows:
1) Calculate the probability of topic A and B’s occurrence,

PA =
|NA|
|N | and PB =

|NB|
|N | , where |NA|, |NB| represents

the total number of papers containing the topic A and
the topic B, respectively. |N | is the total number of
papers.

2) Compute PAB =
|NAB|
|N | where PAB is the probability

of A and B simultaneously appearing, and |NAB| is
the number of publications simultaneously contains
A and B.

3) P(A|B) = PAB
PB

is the probability that A appears under
the condition that B appears.

3) PROPORTION OF THE TOPIC IN DIFFERENT YEARS
In order to observe the evolution of the topic over time, we
use θ [t]k [32] to represent the proportion of topic k at year t .
As can be seen, θ is the averaged topic distribution across all
articles. This metric allows us to quantify the importance of
the topic in the specific time period.

4) POPULAR TOPICS
To investigate popular topics, we compute the increase index

between two time periods rk =
∑2015

t=2008 θ
[t]
k∑2007

t=2000 θ
[t]
k

for each topic k .

For the results, rk > 1 demonstrates that the topic k becomes
more popular in 2008-2015 than 2000-2007, while rk < 1
indicates that the topic’s popularity has a declining trend.

5) NETWORK OF TOPICS CO-PRESENCE
Meyer et al. [9] have performed experiments of co-citation
analysis to unveil the evolution in the field of Social Sim-
ulation. Following by their steps, we employ the method
to construct the network of topics co-presence to discover
the interconnection patterns among them. Relying on the
relevance of topics PA, PB, and PAB, we compute a coefficient
of co-presence co(A,B) = PAB2

min(PA,PB)∗mean(PA,PB)
. And thus,

we choose the topics whose co(A,B) > 0.1 to construct the
co-presence network.

III. RESULTS
A. THE GROWTH OF AI
Throughout the development of AI, such as machine learning
techniques shift, it has resulted in the explosion of publica-
tions and given birth to some sub-fields. The existence of this
growth is supported by the number of papers published each
year (see in Fig. 1). Some conferences occur every 2 years,
which affects the number of publications and influences the
overall results. In order to better demonstrate the development
of this discipline, some statistics will be compiled every two
years. In Fig. 2(a) we can see that the number of AI papers
has been increasing roughly linearly in the 21st Century. Note
that, the growth rate of journal papers is distinguishable from
the growth of conference papers. In general, the purpose of

FIGURE 2. The evolution of the number of AI papers in the 21st Century. (a) The number of publications every 2 years. (b) The growth rate of publications
every two years.
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FIGURE 3. The evolution of the number of authors in the area of AI. (a) The number of authors every 2 years. (b) The growth rate of authors as well as
total publications every two years. (c) The average number of authors per paper. (d) The average productivity of AI scientists.

conferences is mainly to provide the opportunity for scientists
to communicate and see what others are doing. They can
publish their findings as soon as possible, which is very
important for subjects requiring timeliness. In contrast, jour-
nal papers have a longer review period which may result in
the fluctuation of the growth rate.

Is the growth of papers driven by the growth in the number
of scientists of AI? To answer this question, we analyze the
number of authors in the dataset (Fig. 3(a)) and find that the
growth rate has the same trend as the number of publications
but it is a little higher (Fig. 3(b)). It leads to conclude that the
increase of AI publications may be driven by the increasing
number of authors. We do also observe that the average
number of authors per paper is increasing over time (see
in Fig. 3(c)) which declares the collaboration is becoming
more and more common in this era.

Fig. 3(d) plots how the average number of publications
per author varies with time. There is a clear decline trend
from 3.6 to 1.8 during 2000-2012, suggesting that the average
productivity is becoming weaker in this period. After that
time, the average number of papers per author has increased
to 2.3 till 2015.

B. IMPACT AND CITATION PATTERN ANALYSIS
From Fig. 4 we can see that citations increase much
more quickly than the number of publications (Fig. 2(a)).

FIGURE 4. Changes in the citations.

It indicates that researchers pay more attention to others’
work. The sharp growth of citations may be fuelled by two
aspects: the increasing number of references per paper and
the increasing number of publications.

Fig. 5(a) shows how the average length of a paper’s ref-
erence list changes from 2000 to 2015. In general, journal
papers have more references than conference papers. Con-
ference papers concentrate more on the idea, so they can
be accepted as long as they are reasonable and novel. Jour-
nal papers always require extensive experiments and results.
So conference papers can be short but journal papers always
have a requirement in pages which may cause the large
difference in the number of references. The average num-
ber of references per paper has been growing steadily from
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FIGURE 5. The evolution of references. (a) The average number of references per paper. (b) The average age differences between the cited paper and the
citing paper.

15 in 2000 to approximately 30 in 2011 (journal papers).
Conference papers have the same trend (from 5 in 2000
to 10 in 2008).

The era evolved from deep referencing (i.e., referencing
‘‘classical’’ papers) to myopic referencing (i.e., referencing
‘‘latest’’ papers), which can be evidenced from the gradual
decrease in the average reference age of the papers shown
in Fig. 5(b). There is a clear discontinuity in the way sci-
entists cite papers, occurring in 2011. Actually, in 2012,
Krizhevsky et al. [33] first used deep learning to classify
high-resolution images. The deep convolutional neural net-
work much outperforms than the traditional machine learning
technology. It makes people aware that deep learning may be
much better and brings it back to the mainstream technology
arena. Scientists have opened a new chapter in deep learning
in 2012, more and more scholars try to keep abreast of the
latest developments in deep learning. It may cause the average
age differences decreasing between citing papers and cited
papers.

The average number of citations per paper was unabated
before 2009 (Fig. 6). However, we can find that both the

FIGURE 6. The average number of citations per paper.

number of publications and citations show a fluctuation trend
later. Especially, the rate of inflation within 18.7 percentage
points of journal papers and 14.9 percentage of conference
papers.

The boost of a paper’s reference list size may be because
scientists had increasingly cited their own papers over time.
Fig. 7 provides the average self-references rate including
author self-references, journal self-references, and confer-
ence self-references in a publication. The results turn out to
be that researchers’ tendency to cite their own papers has
fallen over time. The average author self-reference rate is over
40% at the beginning of the 21st Century and only 10-15% in
the last part of the 2000s. In 2015, the rate of self-reference
has actually dropped to only around 10%. Compared with
journal self-reference rate, conference self-reference rate is
much lower.

C. IDENTIFYING INFLUENTIAL PAPERS/
RESEARCHERS/INSTITUTIONS
To quantify papers’/researchers’/institutions’ importance in
the development of this era, we use the total number of
citations to quantify the important entities of AI in the
21st Century. Here we consider the papers which have
received the most citations during 2000-2015 as the influen-
tial papers. TABLE 3 shows the ranking of papers based on
the total number of citations. These papers are all published
during 2000-2015. We also divide the papers into journal
papers and conference papers. From the ranking of these
papers, we can identify crucial issues and the keyword in
the different time periods. For example, at the beginning of
the 21st Century, researchers concentrated on the computer
vision and then they invested significant time and efforts in
data mining (feature extraction, deep learning).

In the same way, influential researchers are those who
have the most citations per paper. TABLE 4 lists the top
30 researchers who have the highest average number of cita-
tions per paper as well as their total number of publications
published in top-tier journals and conferences in our dataset.
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FIGURE 7. The evolution of referencing behavior. (a) The proportion of author self-references behavior in the top journals and conferences. (b) The
average journal self-references rate of the top journals over time. (c) The average conference self-references rate of the top conferences over time.

FIGURE 8. The overview of AI citation relationships between 2000 and 2015. The red circles represent: (a) the top 50 most-cited institutions on the basis
of papers published in top-tier journals, and (b) the top 50 most-cited institutions on the basis of papers published in top-tier conferences. The lines
represent the citation relationships among them.

FIGURE 9. The topics based on journals and conferences as well as their citation relationships. Different colors of topics represent the size of the topics
measuring on the basis of the number of publications. (a) Journals. (b) Conferences. (c) All.

Although some researchers have published few papers, they
have received high citations. For example, Meyarivan and
Pratap wrote the paper ‘‘A fast and elitist multi-objective
genetic algorithm: NSGA-II’’ together. The paper has gen-
erated enormous interest and received numerous citations.
So both of authors have a high average number of citations.
Some researchers have published a large quantity of papers
and some have relatively high citations but others don’t.

Andrew Y. Ng has published more than 80 papers in the
top journals/conferences and the most famous one ‘‘Latent
Dirichlet Allocation’’ has received more than 4,600 citations
since published. By contrast, some are not as famous as this
paper so the average citations may be a little lower.

Scientific institutions can be regarded as clusters of
researchers with essential roles [34]. So it follows that
influential institutions have the most citations per paper
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TABLE 3. Ranking of papers based on the total number of citations received in 2000-2015.
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TABLE 4. Ranking of authors based on the average number of citations per paper during 2000-2015.

TABLE 5. Ranking of institutions based on the average number of citations per paper during 2000-2015.

published by the researcher who belongs to the institution.
TABLE 5 lists the top 30 institutions as well as the num-
ber of researchers, the total number of citations, the total

number of publications, and the average number of citations
per paper. Note that the number of researchers represents
the total number of authors who have published papers in
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FIGURE 10. Word-cloud of popular topics of journal papers. (a) 1. (b) 2. (c) 3. (d) 4. (e) 5. (f) 6. (g) 7. (h) 8. (i) 9. (j) 10. (k) 11. (l) 12.
(m) 13. (n) 14. (o) 15. (p) 16. (q) 17. (r) 18. (s) 19. (t) 20. (u) 21. (v) 22. (w) 23. (x) 24. (y) 25.

the top journals/conferences, and the total number of publi-
cations means the number of publications these researchers
have published in the top journals/conferences. We can see
that most of the institutions are located in North America
(18 institutions) especially in America. Asia has the second
most influential institutions (8 institutions) and the rest are
distributed in Europe (4 institutions).

Furthermore, we also calculate the Standard Deviation
(SD) of citations for each author and institution. A high value

of SD means that points in the dataset are spread out over a
wider range of values, while a low SD indicates that points are
close to themean. It aims to help readers better understand the
importance of the target author/institution (e.g., some papers
from the certain author/institution may attract a very high
number of citations while others not).

Fig. 8 plots the world maps embedded with two types
of influential institutions and the citation relationships
among them during 2000 and 2015. Fig. 8(a) shows the
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FIGURE 11. Word-cloud of popular topics of conference papers. (a) 1. (b) 2. (c) 3. (d) 4. (e) 5. (f) 6. (g) 7. (h) 8. (i) 9. (j) 10. (k) 11. (l) 12.
(m) 13. (n) 14. (o) 15. (p) 16. (q) 17. (r) 18. (s) 19. (t) 20. (u) 21. (v) 22. (w) 23. (x) 24. (y) 25.

top 50 institutions who have received most citations based on
the papers published in the top journals. Similarly, Fig. 8(b)
shows the top 50 institutionswho have receivedmost citations
based on the papers published in the top conferences. The
size of circles on the map on behalf of the relative number
of self-citations of the institution. It can be regarded as the
overview of citation relationships among influential institu-
tions. It illustrates the spread of knowledge is becoming more
and more globalization. There is also a large difference in

the way of reference behavior. Based on the citation ranking
of journal papers, it seems that the influential institutions
are located in Asia, Europe, and North America with evenly
distributed citations. Top institutions based on the citations
received by top conference papers are distributed in Asia,
Europe, North America, and Oceania. The citation relation-
ships occur widely between North America and Europe.
Another interesting finding is that most institutions which
have more self-citations are located in North America. It may
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FIGURE 12. The evolution of topics over time. (a) Journals.
(b) Conferences. (c) All.

be because that these institutions receive more citations than
others.

D. THE INNER STRUCTURE OF AI
AI is not monolithic, but contains dozens of topics. These
topics are individual and have their own intellectual chal-
lenges, methodologies and culture. To give a deeper insight
into AI, we use keywords in the dataset to classify the entire
literature into major topics. Keywords are usually used to
abstractly classify the content of a paper. It also provides the
basis for examining key topics and aspects in a particular
field of research [35]. Hot keywords with a high frequency
(top 1 percent) each year are provided in TABLE 6. Some
topics have attained ‘‘immortality’’ in this period such as
computer vision, pattern recognition, feature extraction, etc.
Others are emerging topics in the recent years (for example,
artificial intelligence and multi-agent system) which push
AI to a new stage and also bring new opportunities to the
development of AI.

FIGURE 13. Co-presence network of topics. (a) Journals. (b) Conferences.
(c) All.

Further, we apply the method introduced in the
Section II-C.1 to the dataset to divide AI into different topics.
Fig. 9 plots these topics and the citation relationships among
them. These topics are held together by AI. The size of the
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TABLE 6. Ranking of hot keywords based on the frequency during 2000-2015.
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TABLE 7. Increase index for popular topics.

topic measures based on the number of publications. Topics
within AI cite each other in a statistically significant fashion,
and tend not to be the same for the journals and conferences.
Taken hot keywords (TABLE 6) and topics (Fig. 9) together,
it drives to conclude that AI is heterogeneous. It contains
various topics with widely different impact, lifetime, devel-
opment but they all interact with each other.

Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 present the proportion of journals’
topics during the study time period. With the frequency of
these topics, we can prioritize them with great clarity. The
most three popular topics are: ‘‘machine learning: statics,
artificial intelligence, computer vision...’’; ‘‘statics: artificial
intelligence, computer vision, quantum mechanics...’’, and
‘‘computer vision: machine learning, programming language,
pattern recognition...’’. For topics of conferences, the focuses
are: ‘‘machine learning: computer vision, statics, program-
ming language...’’, ‘‘computer vision: statics, programming
language, machine learning...’’, and ‘‘statics: artificial intel-
ligence, computer vision, geometry...’’. These topic clouds
contain the popular topic and other topics related to it. The
relevance can be represented by the size of the word. The
definition of the relevance is purely based on the methods we
have introduced in Section II-C.2.
For journal papers and conference papers, as defined pre-

viously in Section II-C.3, we use θk [t] to analyze the temporal
trend of the topic k . In this sense, we concentrate on the
dynamics of the topic. Fig. 12 shows the proportion of the
most popular topics from 2000 to 2015. These topics are
shown in order of popularity from the bottom to the top.
For topics in the journal level and the conference level, there
are both commonalities and differences. For example, both
of them concentrate on the topic ‘‘data mining’’, ‘‘combi-
natorics’’, and ‘‘telecommunications’’. Conferences focus on
‘‘natural language processing’’ but journals don’t. This figure
can also clearly reflect that the evolution of topics: some
topics have been declining over time, however, some have
received a great deal of attention.

To further investigate the popularity of topics, we use
increase index defined in Section II-C.4 to evaluate these top-
ics. TABLE 7 lists estimated rk for all topics in a decreasing
order. The hottest topics are ‘‘world wide web’’, ‘‘control
engineering’’, and ‘‘computer science’’.

Fig. 13 is the structure of the topic co-presence network
defined by Section II-C.5. The network clusters topics which
are highly connected. For better visualization, we only choose
the topics containing more than 100 papers and show the
largest connected component of the network. Fig 13(a),
Fig 13(b), and Fig 13(c) consist of 175 vertices and 751 edges,
180 vertices and 654 edges, and 185 vertices and 673 edges,
respectively. As edges in these networks are selected based
on the co-presence coefficient, they can reflect the topic
structure in terms of the certain degree. Taking Fig 13(a) as an
example, the topic ‘‘Machine Learning’’ appears heavily with
‘‘Algorithms’’ and ‘‘Statistics’’ (see in the clusters in green).
It also can be used as a tool in measuring conception distance
between topics in AI. In a word, topics in AI connect differ-
ently by their distribution and the co-presence coefficients are
highly different.

IV. THREATS TO VALIDITY
In this section, we will identify and address the threats from
the perspectives of construct validity, internal validity, exter-
nal validity, and reliability.

A. CONSTRUCT VALIDITY
Construct validity refers to the appropriateness of infer-
ences made on the basis of measurements. With the help
of examining the content validity of the test, we divide
the dataset according to the corresponding attributes of
papers (e.g. publish years, number of citations), and ran-
domly select the test set in proportion to compile the
experiment. The results show that the experiments have a
high content validity, which can also ensure the construct
validity.
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TABLE 8. Ranking of papers based on the average number of citations per year received in 2000-2015.
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TABLE 9. Ranking of authors in 2000-2015.

B. INTERNAL VALIDITY
Internal validity refers to the degree of correlation between
the dependent variables and independent variables of the
experiments. It is used to reflect how much of the change
in the dependent variable is from the independent variable.
There are many factors that affect the internal validity, such
as experimental mortality, experimenter bias, and regression
to the mean. In this paper, we combine the investigation
with experiments in order to ensure the internal validity.
We examined the development of AI in detail based on col-
lecting the relative literature and making a summary before
the experiments. The experimental results conform to the
law of internal evolution of Science of Science itself to a
certain extent and fairly accord with the development of the
discipline based on the literature. Furthermore, we control
our experiments to ensure the results are not obscured by the
influence of other variables.

C. EXTERNAL VALIDITY
External validity refers to the degree of generalization of the
experiential results. It indicates the level of generalization in
the research. In our study, we aim to find out the changes
in the field of AI from different perspectives. In the field of
Science of Science, every field has its unique characteristics
and development rules. Due to the development of related
technologies, AI has developed rapidly in recent years. Our
conclusions may not be applicable to other disciplines. Con-
siderably more work will need to be done to discover chang-
ing patterns in each discipline.

D. RELIABILITY
In order to ensure the reliability of the results, wemotivate the
derivation of each metric in depth. For example, the metrics
that we used tomeasure the growth ofAI consider every entity
of scholarly data. Furthermore, we have discussed alternate
ways of measuring the same entity of interest. We rank the
papers/authors/institutions based on different metrics (the
results can be seen in APPENDICES A, B, and C).

V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we present an anatomy of AI spanning over
the first 16 years of the 21st Century. To better quantify the
development, we have used scientific publications metadata
covers 9 top-tier journals and 12 top-tier conferences from
2000 to 2015. In addition to the title, authors, and the authors’
institutions, the metadata also provides us with the number of
citations for each paper. According to the increasing number
of publications, we have observed a growing trend in collab-
oration and a decreasing trend in the average productivity for
each researcher. From the perspective of reference behavior,
the development tendency of AI is becoming open-minded
and popularized as reflected in reduced self-references rates
over time. We also use the average number of citations per
paper of each paper/author/institution as an indicator to eval-
uate their importance. Those influential entities are consistent
with our intuitions. Finally, we explore the inner structure
of this diverse area and conclude that the area consists of
various topics. There are both differences and connections
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TABLE 10. Ranking of institutions in 2000-2015.

among them. These findings reveal the hidden patterns of AI
in the 21st Century. They also provide scientists with new
opportunities to improve the comprehension of AI with the
ultimate goal of forging a better world.

Despite the extensive analysis of this complex subjects,
there are still a few limitations in this work. First, while
this work focuses on the publications published in the top
journals/conferences, it will be interesting to consider all pub-
lications in the field of AI. Second, its complexity has pushed
us to respond to questions like: What is the inner structure of
its collaboration network?What are the computational results
based on the centrality measures for both vertices and edges?
How will it change in the next ten years? Finally, it makes
sense to explore the relationship between the future of AI and
economic development.

APPENDIX A
RANKING OF PAPERS BASED ON THE AVERAGE
NUMBER OF CITATIONS
TABLE 8 presents the ranking results of papers based on the
average number of citations received per year in 2000-2015.

APPENDIX B
RANKING OF AUTHORS BASED ON DIFFERENT
MEASUREMENTS
TABLE 9 provides the ranking results of authors based on
different measurements including the average number of

citations per paper, the total number of citations, and the total
number of papers.

APPENDIX C
RANKING OF INSTITUTIONS BASED ON DIFFERENT
MEASUREMENTS
TABLE 10 presents the ranking results of institutions based
on different measurements including the average number of
citations per paper, the total number of citations, and the total
number of papers.
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